Insulating magnetic rare-earth pyrochlores related to spin ice host emergent bosonic monopolar spinons, which obey a magnetic analogue of quantum electrodynamics and may open a route to a magnetic analogue of electronics. However, the energy scales of the interactions among rare-earth moments are so low as 1 K that the possible quantum coherence can only be achieved at a subKelvin. Here, we desgin high-temperature quantum spin ice materials from first principles. It is shown that the A-site deintercalated spinel iridate Ir2O4, which has been experimentally grown as epitaxial thin films, is a promising candidate for quantum spin ice with a spin-ice-rule interaction of a few tens of meV. Controlling electronic structures of Ir2O4 through substrates, it is possible to tune magnetic interactions so that a magnetic Coulomb liquid persists at high temperatures. Fig. 1(a) ). The ideal ground state is a bosonic U(1) QSL [5] , which forms a magnetic analogue of an "electrical insulator" in quantum electrodynamics (QED): QSI monopoles interact through a magnetic Coulomb interaction mediated by gapless analogous "photon" modes in spin excitations [5] and possess a finite kinetic energy but remain incompressible because of an energy gap in the excitation spectrum. This may open novel potential applications along the concept of a magnetic analogue of electronics, where QSI monopoles take place of electrons. QSI systems are found in magnetic rare-earth pyrochlore oxides [7] [12, 13] . However, the temperature/energy scale of the interaction beween the nearest-neighbor magnetic moments is too low (∼ 1 K) to observe the quantum coherence. QSI materials that accommodate the analogous QED in a much higher temperature scale are called for.
Insulating magnetic rare-earth pyrochlores related to spin ice host emergent bosonic monopolar spinons, which obey a magnetic analogue of quantum electrodynamics and may open a route to a magnetic analogue of electronics. However, the energy scales of the interactions among rare-earth moments are so low as 1 K that the possible quantum coherence can only be achieved at a subKelvin. Here, we desgin high-temperature quantum spin ice materials from first principles. It is shown that the A-site deintercalated spinel iridate Ir2O4, which has been experimentally grown as epitaxial thin films, is a promising candidate for quantum spin ice with a spin-ice-rule interaction of a few tens of meV. Controlling electronic structures of Ir2O4 through substrates, it is possible to tune magnetic interactions so that a magnetic Coulomb liquid persists at high temperatures. A qust to quantum spin liquids (QSLs), showing no long-range magnetic order but hoscting fractionalized quasiparticles, dubbed spinons, has been one of central issues in condensed-matter physics [1, 2] . Among many kinds of QSLs, quantum spin ice (QSI) systems [3, 4] offer a unique laboratory for hosting bosonic spinons, dubbed QSI monopoles, carrying hedge-hog monopole charges on the dual diamond lattice site [5, 6] (Fig. 1(a) ). The ideal ground state is a bosonic U(1) QSL [5] , which forms a magnetic analogue of an "electrical insulator" in quantum electrodynamics (QED): QSI monopoles interact through a magnetic Coulomb interaction mediated by gapless analogous "photon" modes in spin excitations [5] and possess a finite kinetic energy but remain incompressible because of an energy gap in the excitation spectrum. This may open novel potential applications along the concept of a magnetic analogue of electronics, where QSI monopoles take place of electrons. QSI systems are found in magnetic rare-earth pyrochlore oxides [7] [11] , that are variants of spin ice [12, 13] . However, the temperature/energy scale of the interaction beween the nearest-neighbor magnetic moments is too low (∼ 1 K) to observe the quantum coherence. QSI materials that accommodate the analogous QED in a much higher temperature scale are called for.
In order to increase the temperature scale, effective spin-1 2 magnetic moments of correlated transition-metal d electrons localized by an on-site Coulomb repulsion U are advantageous, since the wavefunction overlap and thus the exchange couplings between the magnetic moments become much larger than for the rare-earth 4f electrons. Simultaneously, a large magnetic anisotropy in the exchange interactions and thus a large relativistic spin-orbit coupling are indispensable for the QSI physics.
These considerations highlight strongly spin-orbit coupled Kramers doublets at half filling, for instance, based on Ir 4+ ions under the predominant cubic crystalline electric field [14] . There is another severe constraint: interations among spins on the pyrochlore lattice should favour two spins pointing inwards to and the other two outwards from the center in each tetrahedron. (See Fig. 1(a) .) To accommodate this ferromagnetic "2-in, 2-out" spin-icerule interaction [12, 13] , the bond angle formed by a nearest-neighbor Ir-O-Ir bond angle should be close to 90
• , according to the Kanamori-Goodenough rule. This is not the case in pyrochlore iridates A 2 Ir 2 O 7 , where the "all-in, all-out" antiferromagnetism ( Fig. 1(a) ) is stablized in the strong-coupling case [15] [16] [17] [18] . On the other hand, in spinel compounds AIr 2 O 4 where Ir sites also form the pyrochlore lattice structure, the bond angle is much closer to 90
• ( Fig. 1(b) ), potentially hosting the spin-ice-rule interaction. Remarkably, it has been reported that the A-site deintercalated spinel iridate Ir 2 O 4 with the Ir 4+ ions can be obtained from epitaxial thin films of Li x Ir 2 O 4 at least on the LiNbO 3 (0001) substrate [19] . Transport and optical measurements indicated that it is a narrow-gap (34 meV) Mott insulator [19] without showing a clear anomaly for a magnetic phase transition. However, detailed magnetic properties of the material remain open.
In this Letter, we provide evidence from first principles that the A-site de-intercalated spinel iridate Ir 2 O 4 hosts a dominant spin-ice rule interaction of the order of room temperature as well as additional subdominant magnetic interactions. We tune the magnetic interactions by a tetragonal distortion through the substrate, to design high-temperature quantum spin ice. R3m: ar = 6.021Å [19] , cr = 15.346Å ure 1(b) as well as Table 1 shows its ideal crystal structure obtained by relativistic local spin density approximation (LSDA) calculations [21] . The paramagnetic electronic band structure is shown with dashed curves in Fig. 1 [23] . We find several (meta)stable translationinvariant solutions labeled by a magnetic space group M SG. The energy E M SG and nonzero ordered magnetic moments m µ M SG at the Ir sites with the sublattice µ are shown as functions of U for each solution in Fig. 2(a) and 2(b), respectively. Increasing U beyond 0.6 eV induces a phase transition from a paramagnetic metal of F d3m1 to a metallic [100] "2-in, 2-out"-like splayed ferromagnet of I4 1 /am d . A level crossing at U ∼ 1.2 eV seen in Fig. 2(a) points to the second phase transition to an insulating antiferromagnet of I4 1 /am d or I4 1 /amd. The degeneracy of these two antiferromagnetic solutions is reminiscenet of Er 2 Ti 2 O 7 , where the I4 1 /am d antiferromagnetism is eventually selected by quantum order by disorder [24] . Metastable magnetically ordered solutions include in the ascending order in energy, the "2-in, 2-out"-like splayed [100]-ferromagnet, a "3-in, 1-out"-like [111]-ferromagnet of R3m for U > 0.9 eV and two antiferromagnets of I4 1 /amd and F d3m ("all-in, all-out") for U > 1.4 eV. Images of the magnetically ordering patterns of all the above magentic space groups are depicted in Fig. 3 . Remarkably, the "all-in, all-out" antiferromagnetic state (F d3m ) has a rather high energy, remain metallic for U ≤ 2.5 eV and then becomes completely unstable for larger U , in sharp constrast to pyrochlore iridates A 2 Ir 2 O 7 [15, 16, 22] . Most likely, a realistic value of U is enhanced from the Pr 2 Ir 2 O 7 case (U = 1.3 eV) [16] because of the narrower bandwith. A choice of U = 1.5 eV produces a direct charge gap of about 40 meV, as seen in the band structure shown in Fig. 1(c) , in reasonable agreement with the experimental observation of the activation energy 34 meV in the electric resistivity in Ir 2 O 4 [19] , The density of states shown in Fig. 1(d) is also consistent with the picture obtained from the optical measurement [19] .
The above five Mott-insulating solutions of 
where τ r = (τ 2 operator representing the Kramers doublet at the Ir site r in the C 2 -invariant set of local spin frames U rµ = (x µ , y µ , z µ ) shown in Fig. 1(a) and described in detail in Methods, with the spin-ice-rule coupling J and three dimensionless couplings δ, q and K and the bond-dependent phase φ r,r associated with a choice of U rµ [20] . Roles of the three dimensionless couplings are in order [26, 27] . The δ term stabilizes the U(1) QSLs, unless δ < δ c ∼ −0.104 [28] where it yields the antiferromagnetsim of I4 1 /am d or I4 1 /amd. The q term induces the I4 1 /amd antiferromagnetism if |q| > q c ∼ 0.15. The K term destabilizes the U(1) QSL, eventually leading to the splayed ferromagnetism with a large rotation angle ϕ of the ordered moments from the local 111 axess towards the global [100] direction, as in Yb 2 Ti 2 O 7 [8, 29] . It is found that J = 28-30 meV and (δ, q, K) = (−0.38-0.40, −0.63-0.60, −0.05-0.07), depending on U , perfectly reproduce the energy differences and the spin structures of all the five solutions in the insulating region U = 2.6-3.0 eV within the classical analysis [30] . The similar coupling constants can also explain the intermediate-U region near U = 1.5 eV of our choice. Hence, we conclude that Ir 2 O 4 hosts a spin-ice-rule interaction of the order of room temperature, i.e., 30 meV. This is two orders of magnitude larger than that in magnetic rare-earth pyrochlore oxides. The small value of K we obtained is advantageous for the U(1) QSL. This sharply contrasts to Yb 2 Ti 2 O 7 where a rather large K value yields a nearly collinear [100] ferromagnet (I4 1 /am d ) with ϕ ∼ 54.7
• [8, 29] . On the other hand, the magnitudes of δ and q need to be suppressed by about a factor of 4 from the current hypothetical cubic Ir 2 O 4 , in order to reach the U(1) QSL.
In reality, Ir 2 O 4 compounds are grown as epitaxial thin films, so that one may be able to control the electronic properties through substrates. And the U(1) QSL ground state, if it emerges, should survive small but finite lattice distortions as far as analogous "photon" modes in spin excitations remain stable. Then, a possible signature of the U(1) QSL in the first-principles approach is that (i) all the "2-in, 2-out"-like ferromagnetic insulating solutions, whose energies can be slightly split off by the distortion, have lower energies than any other magnetically ordered insulating solutions and simultaneously, (ii) to ensure that K is small enough, the rotation angle ϕ in these "2-in, 2-out"-like states is as small as ϕ = 24.0
• with U = 3.0 eV or 27.3
• with U = 1.5 eV for the above cubic Ir 2 O 4 .
It has been reported that the tetrahedral Li x Ir 2 O 4 compound can be grown at least on the band-insulating MgO(001) substrate [19] , which gives a 3.3% compression of the inplane lattice constant a t from the ideal cubic case. Our first-principles calculations of this tetrahedral Ir 2 O 4 show that the crystal structure (Table 1) belongs to the space group I4 1 /amd with a 0.4 % elongation of the out-of-plane lattice constant c t compared to the cubic case. Figure 2 In each case, we have adopted the optimized crystal structure given in Table 1 , except the tetragonal or rhombohedral inplane lattice constant determined by the substrate. The tetragonal distortion splits the spin-ice-rule coupling J into two; J and J ⊥ for bonds parallel to the substrate and for the others, respectively. Ignoring all the other eight subleading coupling constants allowed by the symmetry, we can make a rough estimate of the differ-
for U = 1.5 eV. This is not negligible compared with J ∼ 30 meV in the cubic Ir 2 O 4 . Nonetheless, in principle, it is possible to achieve high-temperature quantum spin ice having a U(1) spin liquid behaviour in the tetragonal Ir 2 O 4 , if one can take a substrate that makes a t larger than √ 2a MgO = 5.955Å but well below the ideal cubic case a c / √ 2 = 6.160Å. Our calculations also show that unlike the tetragonal case, the experimentally realized rhombohedral Ir 2 O 4 on the LiNbO 3 (0001) substrate [19] is not advantageous for achieving the U(1) QSL, since insulating "2-in, 2-out"-like states are not stable except in a narrow region around the metal-insulator transition at U ∼ 1.8 eV, as shown in Fig. 2(d) .
The current study highlights the A-site deintercalated spinels Ir 2 O 4 with a tetragonal distortion controlled through the substrate as a novel route to a U(1) QSL with a rather high temperature scale given by the spin-ice-rule coupling of J ∼ 30 meV. Then, QSI monopoles should show a coherent quantum dynamics below J/4 ∼ 87 K in the analogous QED. This opens a new research direction towards a control of a conserved longitudinal spin current carried by QSI monopoles, which allows for unprecendented potential applications based on QSI monopoles in a magnetic analogue of electronics.
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[21] Open source package for Material eXplorer (http://www.openmx-square.org).
We have used the same fully relativistic pseudopotentials and pseudoatomic orbitals as in the previous calculations for Y2Ir2O7 and Pr2Ir2O7 [16] , where the validity was examined to reproduce results of all-electron full-potential calculations based on the FLAPW method; three, three and two radial wavefunctions of s, p and d orbitals, respectively, for Ir with the cutoff radius 7.0aB, and three, three and one radial wavefunctions of s, p and d orbitals, respectively, for O with the cuttoff radius 5.0aB, with the Bohr radius aB. We employed a (18, 18, 18) uniform k-point mesh in the cubic and tetragonal cases and a (11, 11, 3) mesh in the rhombohedral case.
